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A fair comparison
Paul I Costea, Georg Zeller, Shinichi Sunagawa & Peer Bork

Single-cell in situ RNA profiling by sequential hybridization
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MutationTaster2: mutation prediction for the deep-sequencing age
Jana Marie Schwarz, David N Cooper, Markus Schuelke & Dominik Seelow

CRISPR snapshots of a gene-editing tool
Making protein crystals fly
FISHing for faster findings
Scoring all human mutations
METHODS IN BRIEF
TOOLS IN BRIEF
Single cells make the tissue
Interspecies systems biology (a.k.a. interspecies genetics)
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Next-gen immunohistochemistry
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Cry o-scanning transmission electron tomography of vitrified cells
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Broad specificity profiling of TALENs results in engineered nucleases with improved DNA-cleavage specificity
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